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The spectral slopes of S and Q-type asteroids are altered by the weathering of their surfaces due to solar wind
interactions and micrometeorite impacts, as well as any processes that work to remove that weathered material.
These processes of space weathering and asteroid resurfacing compete with each other to determine the spectral
slope of each asteroid, with space weathering raising the spectral slope and resurfacing lowering it. By considering the distribution of spectral slopes with respect to orbital location and size, we can determine which
potential resurfacing processes are the most dominant. In this study, we show that the spectral slopes of S and Qtype Near-Earth Asteroids (NEAs) decrease with decreasing perihelion, but only for perihelia q ≲ 0.9 AU. We
then use this distribution of spectral slopes vs. perihelion as a constraint for modeling two proposed resurfacing
mechanisms. For both models, we numerically integrate the orbits of NEAs over their lifetimes and track their
spectral slopes. First, we model the resurfacing of asteroids due to close encounters with the terrestrial planets
and found that no combination of parameters could explain the spectral slope vs. perihelion trend at q ≲ 0.9 AU.
We also model the resurfacing of asteroids due to thermally induced surface degradation, by assuming a power
law relationship between the resurfacing timescale and the solar distance. For a space weathering timescale of an
asteroid on a circular orbit at 1 AU of τSW 0 ≲ 5 Myr, we ﬁnd a range of resurfacing timescales and power law
exponents that generate a spectral slope vs. perihelion distribution consistent with observations. We discuss that
previous studies supporting the resurfacing of asteroids due to close encounters could be a result of confounding
variables, as the correlation of Q-type asteroids' past orbits with the terrestrial planets are confounded by the
higher fraction of Q-type asteroids at low perihelia, which could be created by another mechanism. We also
discuss previous studies that qualitatively support the process of thermally induced surface degradation at low
perihelia, and conclude that thermal processes are the most consistent explanation for resurfacing of asteroids
with low perihelia q ≲ 0.9 AU.

1. Introduction
S-type asteroids and Ordinary Chondrite (OC) meteorites share
many spectral features. They both show absorption bands at 1 and 2 µ
m and exhibit the same general spectral shape (DeMeo et al., 2009).
Many S-type asteroids are also mineralogically very similar, if not
identical, to OC meteorites (Gaﬀey, 1993; Reddy et al., 2015; Brunetto
et al., 2015). However, the spectra of S-type asteroids and OC meteorites are not identical. S-type asteroids typically have a higher
spectral slope in the visible and near-infrared wavelengths, and have
shallower absorption band depths compared to OC meteorites (Gaﬀey,
1976; Bus, 1999; DeMeo et al., 2009). S-type asteroids also typically
have lower albedos than OC meteorites (Chapman, 2004).
The alteration of asteroid surfaces due to the space environment, or

⁎

“space weathering,” is the generally accepted mechanism to explain the
diﬀerences between the spectral and albedo properties of S-type asteroids and OC meteorites (e.g., Chapman, 2004; Brunetto et al., 2015).
Space weathering includes processes such as ion irradiation from the
solar wind and micrometeorite impacts (Brunetto et al., 2015). Space
weathering processes can change the spectrum of an asteroid with an
OC composition to that of an S-type asteroid by increasing the spectral
slope and decreasing its absorption band depths. These spectral changes
have been veriﬁed by experiments (Sasaki et al., 2001; Clark et al.,
2002; Brunetto and Strazzulla, 2005; Strazzulla et al., 2005; Brunetto
et al., 2006b; Loeﬄer et al., 2009), remote sensing (Vernazza et al.,
2009), and a sample return from an S-type asteroid, (25143) Itokawa
(Noguchi et al., 2011). Additionally, space weathering can darken the
surface of a asteroid with an OC composition, creating the albedo
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Radzievskii-Paddack (YORP) eﬀect, can increase an asteroid's spin rate
to the point where it ﬁssions or experiences surface or internal failure
(Bottke et al., 2006; Walsh et al., 2008; Hirabayashi, 2015). Graves
et al. (2018) found that resurfacing from YORP-driven spin-up and
failure could explain the number and distribution of less weathered
asteroids in the Flora family for a space weathering timescale of
19–80 Myr. However, this timescale is calculated at a solar distance of
2.2 AU, while many of the laboratory-derived timescales are calculated
for a near-Earth environment (Brunetto and Strazzulla, 2005; Strazzulla
et al., 2005; Loeﬄer et al., 2009). At 1 AU, their timescales are
4–16 Myr, closer to the range of laboratory-derived timescales.
Finally, thermal cycling and fatigue could cause breakdown of the
surface of an asteroid and remove, destroy, or cover any space weathered particles (Delbo et al., 2014). However, the timescale to resurface
an asteroid from thermal processes is not well constrained. In summary,
the resurfacing mechanisms of close encounters with the terrestrial
planets, collisions and subsequent seismic shaking, and YORP-driven
spin-up and failure can all potentially resurface asteroids at a rate that
can match the number of observed unweathered asteroids for a space
weathering timescale of ∼10 kyr–1 Myr.
With so many potential mechanisms that could resurface asteroids,
additional observational constraints, besides the overall fraction of
unweathered to weathered asteroids, are required to determine which
mechanisms are the most dominant. A powerful dataset that can help
determine the dominant resurfacing mechanisms is the orbital, size, and
spectral slope distribution of S and Q-type asteroids. The spectral slope
of an asteroid with a OC composition is heavily dependent on the
amount of space weathering it has received (Brunetto et al., 2006b). By
considering the spectral slope, instead of a binary classiﬁcation of S vs.
Q-type asteroids, we gain information about the degree of weathering.
An example of why it is important to consider the degree of weathering
can be seen from the results of Mothé-Diniz et al. (2010). They found
that the spectra of a subset of S-type asteroids match the spectra of OC
meteorites, suggesting that there are S-type asteroids that are relatively
unweathered. However, the asteroids that they considered have lower
spectral slopes than the majority of S-type asteroids. A binary classiﬁcation would incorrectly mark these asteroids as completely weathered,
but by considering the spectral slope we can more accurately represent
the weathering state of these asteroids.
Diﬀerent resurfacing mechanisms would create diﬀerent observable
orbital and size trends in the spectral slopes of S and Q-type asteroids.
By quantifying those trends, we can test the eﬀectiveness of potential
mechanisms. The distribution of the spectral slopes of S and Q-type
asteroids has been shown to have two primary trends: (1) the average
spectral slope decreases with decreasing size, and (2) the average
spectral slope decreases with decreasing perihelion in the NEA region.
Binzel et al. (2004) ﬁrst showed that smaller S and Q-type NEAs have
lower spectral slopes, on average. Thomas et al. (2011) and Thomas
et al. (2012) showed that the trend of less weathered asteroids at
smaller sizes is also present in the Koronis family members for diameters ≲5 km, and Graves et al. (2018) showed the same trend can also
be found in the Flora family as well as the entire main belt. Marchi et al.
(2006a) ﬁrst showed that S and Q-type NEAs at lower perihelia also
have consistently lower spectral slopes. DeMeo et al. (2014) also found
a higher percentage of Q-type asteroids at lower perihelion. As Q-type
asteroids typically have lower spectral slopes than S-types, their ﬁndings correlate with those of Marchi et al. (2006a).

diﬀerences between OC meteorites and S-type asteroids (Brunetto et al.,
2015).
The presence of Q-type asteroids, with spectra consistent to those of
OC meteorites (Bus, 1999; DeMeo et al., 2009), suggests that space
weathering has not aﬀected the surfaces of these asteroids. Most of
these asteroids have been found in the Near Earth Asteroid (NEA) population and are relatively small (≲ 5 km) (Binzel et al., 2004; DeMeo
et al., 2014). The best explanation for the presence of Q-type asteroids
is that they have recently been resurfaced and have not yet had time for
space weathering to create any alteration of their surface. An asteroid is
resurfaced if the upper veneer of material that can be altered by space
weathering agents (on the order of 10 nm; Noguchi et al., 2011) is removed or buried by unweathered material.
1.1. Space weathering and resurfacing mechanisms
The presence and distribution of Q-type asteroids and less weathered S-type asteroids suggests that there is an ongoing cycle of space
weathering and resurfacing. By constraining the timescale of the rate of
spectral (or albedo) change from space weathering and the timescale of
any potential mechanisms that could resurface asteroids, we can discover which potential resurfacing mechanisms are prevalent.
Laboratory studies and observations of young asteroid families have
found space weathering timescales of ∼ 10 kyr–1 Myr, if space
weathering is controlled by irradiation from the solar wind (Hapke,
2001; Brunetto and Strazzulla, 2005; Strazzulla et al., 2005; Brunetto
et al., 2006b; Loeﬄer et al., 2009; Vernazza et al., 2009) and ∼
100 Myr if space weathering is controlled by micrometeorite impacts
(Sasaki et al., 2001; Brunetto et al., 2006a).
Due to the much shorter space weathering timescales derived from
the solar wind irradiation, the consensus from these studies is that, for
relatively unweathered asteroids, the process of space weathering is
dominated by solar wind irradiation (Marchi et al., 2006b; Vernazza
et al., 2009; Brunetto et al., 2015).
A space weathering timescale of ∼10 kyr–1 Myr places an important constraint on viable resurfacing mechanisms. It implies that
disruptive collisions cannot be the primary resurfacing mechanism for
creating Q-type asteroids because they occur far too infrequently
(∼100 Myr; Bottke et al., 2002; Nesvorný et al., 2005). Nesvorný et al.
(2005) proposed that asteroids could instead be resurfaced from the
movement of surface grains due to tidal forces during a close encounter
with a terrestrial planet, and many additional studies further explored
this mechanism (Marchi et al., 2006a; Binzel et al., 2010; Nesvorný
et al., 2010; DeMeo et al., 2014; Carry et al., 2016). Nesvorný et al.
(2010) found that if a close encounter with a distance of 5 planetary
radii is suﬃcient to cause a complete resurfacing of an asteroid, then
resurfacing from close encounters could generate the number of Q-type
asteroids in the NEA region for a space weathering timescale of 1 Myr.
Smaller, non-disruptive, collisions can also work to resurface asteroids. The physical excavation and depositing of ejecta, known as
impact gardening, will expose unweathered material, lowering the
entire spectral slope of the asteroid (Paolicchi et al., 2009; Marchi et al.,
2012). Additionally, post-impact seismic shaking could cause overturn
or mass movement on an asteroid's surface, especially at high-slope
regions, and also expose unweathered material (Richardson et al.,
2005; Rivkin et al., 2011; Shestopalov et al., 2013). Both of these
processes are diﬃcult to model quantitatively because they are strongly
dependent on the spin condition, shape, density, and grain size distribution of the asteroid. For example, see Section 3 in Marchi et al.
(2012) for a discussion of the uncertainties in modeling impact gardening. However, Rivkin et al. (2011) used order-of-magnitude arguments to suggest that post-impact seismic shaking is consistent with the
existence and distribution of less weathered asteroids found in the
Koronis family for a space weathering timescale of ∼1 Myr.
The increase in spin rate of an irregularly shaped asteroid due to
irregular radiative torques, known as the Yarkovsky-O’Keefe-

1.2. Resurfacing mechanisms at low perihelion
Due to the prevalence of the trends towards lower spectral slopes at
smaller sizes and lower perihelion, any dominant resurfacing mechanism should explain at least one of these two trends. Graves et al.
(2018) showed that resurfacing from YORP-driven spin-up and failure
could match the trend of decreasing spectral slope with decreasing size,
but could not match the trend of decreasing spectral slope with
2
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corresponds to the asteroid's diameter, assuming a constant albedo for
all asteroids. We also include a windowed moving average of the
spectral slopes, where each point is calculated by taking the average of
all spectral slopes of asteroids with perihelia that are within ± 0.1 AU.
We use a windowed moving average instead of a point-based moving
average to better represent the dependence of the asteroids' spectral
slopes on perihelion. A point-based moving average will have varying
perihelion windows based on the number of observations at diﬀerent
perihelia (e.g., larger windows at low perihelion where less asteroids
are observed). The shaded region is the uncertainty of the average
spectral slopes at a 95% conﬁdence level. Overall, the average spectral
slope decreases with decreasing perihelion from the MCs through the
NEAs. However, we ﬁnd that the average spectral slope only has a
signiﬁcant trend with perihelia for q ≲ 0.9 AU and q ≳ 1.3 AU, with the
slope of the linear regression through the spectral slopes of asteroids
with 0.9 AU ≤ q < 1.3 AU of 0.01 ± 0.26%/µ m/AU.
The trend in the average spectral slope of asteroids with q ≳ 1.3 AU
is most likely due to an observational bias. Since larger S and Q-type
asteroids have higher average spectral slopes (Binzel et al., 2004), the
larger sizes of the MCs will raise the average spectral slope. Due to this
potential observational bias, we restrict our analysis to the NEAs. We
include a gray vertical line at q = 1.2 AU, above which the running
mean is aﬀected by the spectral slopes of MCs. By only considering the
NEAs, a resurfacing mechanism only needs to aﬀect asteroids with
q ≲ 0.9 AU to match the spectral slope vs. perihelion distribution.
In the remainder of this study, we use the windowed moving
average through the observed spectral slope vs. perihelion distribution
of the NEAs as our primary constraint on possible resurfacing mechanisms. We also compare the slope of the linear regression through
the spectral slopes of asteroids with q < 0.9 AU which is 0.52 ± 0.22%/
µ m/AU. We use the average spectral slope of all NEAs with q ≥ 0.9 AU
to deﬁne the maximum weathering state for our modeled asteroids. In
the next section, we build a generic model to estimate the spectral slope
vs. perihelion distribution of asteroids due to either resurfacing from
tidal eﬀects during close encounters with the terrestrial planets or
resurfacing from thermally induced surface degradation.

decreasing perihelion. In this paper, we assume the model of YORPdriven spin-up and failure in Graves et al. (2018) is a suﬃcient explanation of the spectral slope vs. size trend. We now test if resurfacing
from tidal forces during close encounters with the terrestrial planets or
from thermally induced surface degradation can suﬃciently explain the
spectral slope vs. perihelion trend.
For an asteroid to be resurfaced by a close encounter with a planet,
the asteroid must pass very close to the planet. The exact closest approach distance needed to cause a resurfacing event is diﬃcult to determine as it depends on the speed of the asteroid with respect to the
planet, the rate of rotation, the spin-pole direction compared to the
planet-asteroid plane, and the composition and structure of the asteroid's surface (e.g., Richardson, 1998). However, Richardson (1998)
showed that at very small distances (≲1.5 planetary radii), nearly all
encountering asteroids will break apart. It is reasonable to then assume
that a slightly more distant encounter could only resurface (and not
disrupt) the asteroid. Because most asteroids with low perihelia still
have large aphelia, and therefore cross the orbits of all of the terrestrial
planets, tidal eﬀects from close encounters with the terrestrial planets
could potentially create the decrease in spectral slopes with decreasing
perihelion (Marchi et al., 2006a).
The breakdown of boulders and grains due to thermal cycling has
been shown to be eﬀective in terrestrial, Martian, and anhydrous environments (e.g., Eppes et al., 2016; Viles et al., 2010; Delbo et al.,
2014), and is expected to also occur in vacuum or low pressure environments such as on the surfaces of comets and asteroids (Thirumalai
and Demou, 1970; Dombard et al., 2010; Molaro et al., 2015, Molaro
et al., 2017; Auger et al., 2018). Additionally, the magnitude of temperature change increases with decreasing perihelion, increasing the
rate of thermal fatigue and degradation. This fracture and degradation
can expose underlying unweathered material and resurface the asteroid
if either the fractured material is removed from the asteroid, or if a
signiﬁcant amount of the surface material is overturned. Although the
timescale of thermally induced surface degradation is not well constrained, if it causes resurfacing at moderately low perihelia, it could
create the decrease in spectral slopes with decreasing perihelion.
In this study, we test both potential resurfacing mechanisms – close
encounters with the terrestrial planets and thermally induced surface
degradation – with a similar resurfacing and space weathering model.
We measure the eﬀectiveness of both mechanisms by their ability to
match the observed spectral slope vs. perihelion distribution.
The paper is organized as follows. First, we show the observed
spectral slope vs. perihelion distribution used as a constraint for our
models in Section 2. We show that the spectral slope vs. perihelion
trend in the NEA region is only found for perihelia q ≲ 0.9 AU. In
Section 3, we describe our generic model structure used in testing both
resurfacing mechanisms. Both models track NEAs over their lifetime
using an N-body integrator and incrementally increase each asteroid's
spectral slope due to space weathering from the solar wind. In
Section 4, we model asteroid resurfacing due to close encounters with
the terrestrial planets. We show that the spectral slope vs. perihelion
trend is not well explained by resurfacing from close encounters. In
Section 5, we model asteroid resurfacing as a function of solar distance,
as would be expected for thermally induced surface degradation. We
show that the spectral slope vs. perihelion trend is well explained by
solar distance-dependent resurfacing, and propose that thermally induced surface degradation may better explain the spectral slopes of S
and Q-type NEAs than tidally induced resurfacing from close encounters. We discuss our results in Section 6.

3. Modeling methods
To model the spectral slopes of asteroids throughout their lifetime in
the NEA region, we integrate asteroids from their source regions in the
main belt using the regions as deﬁned in Bottke et al. (2002). By
starting the asteroids from their source regions and tracking them
throughout their entire lifetimes, we record any close encounters with
the terrestrial planets, and calculate the integrated amount of space
weathering and thermally induced degradation. By combining information on the amount of accumulated space weathering, resurfacing
processes, and the current perihelion of each asteroid throughout the
simulation, we model the spectral slope vs. perihelion distribution.
In the model of Bottke et al. (2002), the three primary source regions of S and Q-type NEAs are the 3:1 mean motion resonance with
Jupiter, the ν6 secular resonance, and the Intermediate source Mars
Crossers (IMCs). The IMCs are a subset of the Mars crossing population
that are below the ν6 resonance and are not in the 3:1 mean motion
resonance. We do not consider other source regions, such as the outer
belt resonances, because they do not contain a signiﬁcant number of S
and Q-type asteroids (DeMeo and Carry, 2013), and they contribute less
to the steady state population of NEAs when compared to the above
three (Bottke et al., 2002). We note that there is a recent updated estimate to the near-Earth Object ﬂuxes in Granvik et al. (2018). However, we do not expect our results to signiﬁcantly change with the inclusion of this updated model because the results of the two resurfacing
methods are similar when considering each of the three source regions
alone. It appears that, in our model, the estimate of the NEA ﬂuxes
plays a minor role compared to the weathering and resurfacing that
occurs once the asteroids are in the NEA region.

2. Distribution of spectral slopes and perihelion
In order to properly test potential resurfacing mechanisms, we must
ﬁrst understand the distribution of spectral slopes at low perihelion. In
Fig. 1, we plot the NEA and MC spectral slopes against perihelion, similarly to Fig. (1) in Marchi et al. (2006a). The size of each circle
3
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Fig. 1. The distribution of spectral slope vs. perihelion of S and Q-type asteroids in the NEA and MC
regions using the data in Binzel et al. (2004) and
Lazzarin et al. (2004, 2005). NEAs are drawn as black
circles and MCs as green circles. The size of the circle
corresponds to the diameter of the asteroid. The dashed blue lines are the linear regressions through the
NEA spectral slopes, split at a perihelion of
q = 0.9 AU. The solid orange line and shaded region
is a windowed moving average, where each point is
calculated by taking the average of all spectral slopes
of asteroids with perihelion that are within ± 0.1 AU,
and its uncertainty at a 95% conﬁdence level. This
ﬁgure is very similar to Fig. 1 from Marchi et al.
(2006a), except that we use a windowed moving
average instead of a point-based moving average. We
denote the perihelion above which MCs aﬀect the
windowed moving average by a vertical gray line.
The average spectral slope in the NEA region only
decreases with decreasing perihelion for q ≲ 0.9 AU.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this
ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

We integrate the orbits of 6000 asteroids, with 2000 initially in each
of our source regions. Asteroids in the 3:1 mean motion resonance with
Jupiter are randomly distributed within a semi-major axis of
a = [2.48–2.52] AU, an eccentricity of e < 0.35, and an inclination of
i < 15 °. Asteroids in the ν6 secular resonance begin with a semi-major
axis of a = [2.06–2.37] AU, an eccentricity of e = 0.1, and an inclination of i = [2.5–15]°. The semi-major axis and inclination are selected
such that the asteroids fall within the strong part of the ν6 resonance,
described in detail in Morbidelli and Gladman (1998). Asteroids in the
IMCs are generated to match the semi-major axis, inclination, and eccentricity distribution of observed asteroids with a magnitude of
H < 16 in the IMC region, using 3373 asteroids pulled from the JPL
Small Body Database (ssd.jpl.nasa.gov). These initial conditions are
very similar to those in Bottke et al. (2002), and generate statistically
similar NEAs.
We use a Regularized Mixed Variable Symplectic (RMVS) integrator
in the SWIFTER N-body code (Levison and Duncan, 1994) to integrate
the asteroids. We include all eight major planets, but do not account for
the general relativistic eﬀects on Mercury's orbit. We integrate all asteroids with a 1 day timestep and the simulation runs for 100 Myr. We
tested a subset of our model with a 12 hour timestep and found no
diﬀerence in the ﬁnal average spectral slope vs. perihelion distribution.
We also remove asteroids from the simulation if they collide with the
Sun or a planet or have a semi-major axis larger than 1000 AU. Due to
the relatively short integration time of 100 Myr and the chaotic nature
of NEAs, we do not expect the small deviations in Mercury's orbit from
general relativistic eﬀects to change the close encounter statistics or the
orbital distributions of the NEAs. Additionally, encounters with Mercury are very rare compared to encounters with the other terrestrial
planets. The integrator records all close encounters between asteroids
and planets within 3.5 Hill Radii of the planet.
We also simulate the increase in the asteroids' spectral slopes over
time using a simpliﬁed space weathering model. If an asteroid remains
in its current orbit and experiences no resurfacing events, the rate of
change of the spectral slope depends on the current spectral slope of the
asteroid (Brunetto et al., 2006b; Willman et al., 2010; Graves et al.,
2018). In other words, the spectral slope of an asteroid being space
weathered follows an exponential saturation curve, where the rate of
increase of its spectral slope decreases as the asteroid becomes more
weathered. Since we constrain the spectral slope to a maximum value of

Smax , we can express the rate of change in spectral slope due to space
weathering as:

⎛ dS ⎞ = 1 (Smax − S).
τSW
⎝ dt ⎠SW

(1)

where S is the slope of the asteroid and τSW is its e-folding space
weathering timescale.
We assume that the process of space weathering is dominated by the
alteration of an asteroid's surface by the solar wind because of its much
shorter timescale. Because the intensity of the solar wind scales with the
solar distance as 1/r2, we scale the space weathering timescale accordingly:

τSW =

τSW 0
P
τ0
=
a2 1 − e 2 ,
(1 AU)2 ∮ r −2dt
(1 AU)2

(2)

where r is the instantaneous solar distance of the asteroid, P is the orbital period, a and e are its semi-major axis and eccentricity, and τSW0 is
the space weathering timescale at a = 1 AU and e = 0. The integral in
Eq. (2) is taken over one orbit. Throughout the simulation, the asteroid's orbit evolves, and the space weathering timescale τSW changes.
Thus, we increment the spectral slope at each timestep with Eq. (1) to
accurately represent the spectral slope over its evolution throughout the
NEA region.
We select the minimum spectral slope, SOC, and maximum spectral
slope, Smax , for each asteroid randomly from Gaussian distributions. We
use the spectral slopes of OC meteorites to calculate the value of SOC,
with the mean value μOC = 0 and the standard deviation σOC = 0.05,
approximately matching the OC spectral slopes used in Vernazza et al.
(2009). We use the distribution of spectral slopes from NEAs with
perihelia q > 0.9 AU to calculate the value of Smax (Fig. 1). By using the
average spectral slope for NEAs with q > 0.9 AU, we are not necessarily
ﬁnding the average spectral slopes of completely weathered S-type asteroids. There are other resurfacing mechanisms that can lower the
average spectral slope of the entire population, but there is no signiﬁcant spectral slope vs. perihelion trend at q > 0.9 AU. We ﬁnd a
mean value of μmax = 0.34 and standard deviation of σmax = 0.1.
At the beginning of the simulation, all asteroids start at Smax , simulating a lack of spectral slope vs. perihelion trend in the MCs and
main belt. Then, throughout the integration, an asteroid can experience
resurfacing processes either through close encounters or thermally
4
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4. Resurfacing from close encounters

induced degradation. These eﬀects, which are described in Sections 4.1
and 5.1, will cause the spectral slopes of asteroids to decrease. We
calculate the change in spectral slope on each asteroid from space
weathering every 104 years. For the close encounter resurfacing model,
we apply the change in the spectral slopes due to a resurfacing encounters at the time of the encounter, and for the thermally induced
degradation model, we also calculate the change in spectral slope on
each asteroid every 104 years. We then save the perihelion and spectral
slope of each asteroid in the NEA region every 105 years throughout the
simulation to measure the eﬀect of the resurfacing and weathering
processes on the spectral slope vs. perihelion distribution. Shorter
timesteps for calculating the change in spectral slope and for saving the
perihelion and spectral slope of each asteroid yield similar results.
We use the positions and spectral slopes from timesteps throughout
the simulation to generate a representative sample of the steady-state
NEA distribution. According to Bottke et al. (2002), the ν6 resonance,
the 3:1 resonance, and the IMCs generate approximately 37%, 27%, and
20% of the population of NEAs at any given time. By simply selecting
all asteroids in the NEA region every 105 years, we will not generate the
appropriate total fraction of asteroids evolving from each source region.
To account for the relative ﬂux from each source region, we artiﬁcially
duplicate instances of a perihelion and a spectral slope of an asteroid at
a random time from underrepresented source regions until we ﬁnd the
correct distribution. Speciﬁcally, we ﬁnd the number of saved asteroids
from each source region across all timesteps: N3:1, Nν6 , and NIMC. Then,
we ﬁnd the maximum of (Nν6/0.37, N3:1/0.27, NIMC /0.2 ) corresponding
to the source region that has the largest number of asteroids over the
needed fraction. We artiﬁcially increase the number of the other two
source regions and repeat this process until we reach the appropriate
fractions for each source region.
For both resurfacing mechanisms, we consider a range of possible
parameters. Due to the computational cost of running the N-body integration, we reuse its results for each set of parameters. For each new
parameter set, we select a new Smax and SOC for each asteroid from the
appropriate distribution, and evolve the spectral slopes according to the
model and the speciﬁc parameters. There are two primary sources of
uncertainty in calculating the windowed moving average from the
modeled asteroids: (1) the selection of Smax and SOC for each asteroid at
the beginning of the simulation, and (2) the randomized artiﬁcial increase in the number of asteroids from underrepresented source regions. To reduce the uncertainty from these two sources, we run each
set of parameters 12 times with randomized values of Smax and SOC and
randomized duplication of asteroids from underrepresented source regions for each iteration. The ﬁnal spectral slope vs. perihelion distribution for a speciﬁc set of parameters is the combination of all of the
spectral slope and perihelion pairs from all 12 iterations.
After applying these iterations, we have almost 4 million total sets
of perihelia and spectral slopes from all iterations (including all source
regions) for each set of parameters to compare to the NEA distribution
in Fig. 1. We calculate the windowed moving average through the
modeled spectral slope vs. perihelion NEA distribution with a window
size of ± 0.1 AU. We then calculate the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)
between the windowed moving averages of the observed spectral slope
vs. perihelion distribution and the modeled distribution. A lower RMSE
corresponds to a better ﬁt, and we deﬁne acceptable solutions by the
condition that ≥ 95% of the points on the modeled windowed moving
average must fall within the 95% conﬁdence intervals of the windowed
moving average of the observed NEAs in Fig. 1. Due to the multiple
iterations at each set of parameters, the uncertainties of the modeled
distributions' windowed moving averages are over an order of magnitude less than those from the observed distribution. Thus, we only
consider the uncertainties from the observed distribution. In the next
section, we include resurfacing from planetary close encounters in our
model, and show the results in Section 4.2.

4.1. Methods
To include resurfacing from close encounters, we follow the “NEA
model” described in Nesvorný et al. (2010), except that we model the
spectral slopes instead of the S vs. Q-type classiﬁcation. We gather all
close encounters in the simulation and select a maximum resurfacing
distance, r*, in planetary radii (Rpl) inside which all asteroids will experience a complete resurfacing event. By considering only the maximum resurfacing distance, we simplify the complex behavior of asteroids during close encounters, but we capture the average required
resurfacing distance for a population of asteroids. Additionally, by
using planetary radii, we approximately scale for tidal gravity between
all planets (Richardson, 1998). After an asteroid experiences a resurfacing encounter with a planet, we select its spectral slope from the SOC
distribution to estimate an unweathered surface. Then, the asteroid
incrementally weathers each time step due to the solar wind using Eq.
(1).
We simulate the spectral slopes vs. perihelion distribution for the
range of space weathering timescales, τSW0 = 10 kyr–100 Myr, and for
maximum resurfacing distances, r* = 1.5–20 Rpl. The range of space
weathering timescales encapsulates those estimated through other
studies with solar wind as the primary weathering agent (Brunetto
et al., 2015). We extend the maximum range of the space weathering
timescale to 100 Myr because better solutions were found at long
timescales. The upper bound of maximum resurfacing distances of
20 Rpl, is distant enough that we should not expect any tidal eﬀects to
be relevant at that distance (Richardson, 1998; Walsh and Richardson,
2008).
4.2. Results
We plot the RMSE between the windowed moving averages of our
simulated and observed distributions in Fig. 2 for the entire range of
tested parameters. No set of parameters produce a windowed moving
average that has ≥ 95% of its points within the 95% conﬁdence intervals of the observed distribution in Fig. 1. Also, there are no solutions
that can match the steep slope of the linear regression at q < 0.9 AU.
Thus, no combination of τSW0 and r* can provide a spectral slope vs.
perihelion distribution that resembles the observed NEA distribution.
Fig. 3 shows the windowed moving average through the distribution
of spectral slopes vs. perihelia and the linear regression at q < 0.9 AU
for a simulation with τSW0 = 100 Myr and r* = 3.4 Rpl. This combination of parameters represents the minimum RMSE for all tested parameters, with RMSE = 0.07%/µ m. The windowed moving average has
the same window size as the observed moving average of ± 0.1 AU. The
uncertainties on the modeled windowed moving average are smaller
than the width of the line. We also show the windowed moving average
and the linear regression at q < 0.9 AU for the observed NEAs reproduced from Fig. 1.
The windowed moving average of the modeled distribution in Fig. 3
is visibly not a good ﬁt for the observed spectral slope vs. perihelion
distribution. There are large deviations between the observed and
modeled windowed moving averages, especially at low perihelia. Additionally, the slope of the linear regression at q < 0.9 AU is
0.170 ± 0.004%/µ m/AU, signiﬁcantly diﬀerent than the slope through
the linear regression of observed NEAs (0.52 ± 0.21%/µ m/AU).
From these results, we can conﬁdently conclude that resurfacing
asteroids from close encounters with the terrestrial planets is not a
dominant resurfacing mechanism for S and Q-type NEAs. However, this
conclusion is contrary to many previous studies (e.g., Marchi et al.,
2006a; Binzel et al., 2010; Nesvorný et al., 2010; DeMeo et al., 2014;
Carry et al., 2016). In Section 6.1, we discuss how the correlation between close encounters and Q-type asteroids found in many of these
studies is most likely due to confounding variables. In the next section,
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5. Resurfacing from thermally induced surface degradation
5.1. Methods
It has been well established in the engineering literature that the
growth rate of macroscopic cracks as a result of thermal fatigue goes as
a power law with the induced cyclic stress (e.g., Janssen et al., 2002;
Paris and Erdogan, 1963; Le et al., 2014; Ritchie, 2005). Measurements
of such power laws are strongly dependent on the material size and
shape, the size of the initial crack, and the environment, so they cannot
be generalized to the case of asteroid surfaces. However, if we consider
that the breakdown of boulders, production of regolith, and exposure of
fresh material on these asteroids depends, in part, on the growth of
many fatigue cracks in and across the surface, then it is not unreasonable to hypothesize that their convolved eﬀect on the removal of space
weathered surface material – or the resurfacing rate – also follows some
power law with stress (a similar argument was also made in Marchi
et al., 2009). Additionally, the thermally induced stress in an object is
directly proportional to the amplitude of its diurnal temperature range
(e.g., Molaro et al., 2015). For fast rotating bodies (with periods less
than one Earth day), such as most asteroids, the amplitude of its diurnal
temperature range is primarily controlled by the solar distance (Marchi
et al., 2009; Molaro et al., 2017). Thus, we make the reasonable assumption that the total rate of surface degradation on an asteroid's
surface has a power law relationship with the solar distance.
For resurfacing to occur from thermal eﬀects, the thermal cycling
would cause cracks to form on the surface boulders of the asteroid, and
those growing cracks would eventually break oﬀ sections of the
boulders' surfaces. Then, any resulting debris or regolith would need to
be moved across the surface or completely removed from the asteroid to
expose the underlying unweathered material (see Section 6.2 for further
discussion). Because space weathering only aﬀects the upper microns of
the regolith grains on an asteroid (Noguchi et al., 2011), any location
where breakdown and subsequent surface movement or material removal occurs will expose completely unweathered material. Additionally, the bulk spectral slope of an asteroid is a combination of the
spectral slopes across all arbitrary subdivisions of the observed hemisphere. Thus, as small sections are resurfaced, the bulk spectral slope of
the asteroid is lowered. However, if a highly weathered section is resurfaced, there will be a larger change in the bulk spectral slope than if a

Fig. 2. A contour plot of the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) between the
windowed moving averages of the observed spectral slope vs. perihelion distribution and the modeled spectral slope vs. perihelion distribution generated
by resurfacing from close encounters with the terrestrial planets. No combination of the parameters τSW0 and r* can generate windowed moving averages
with > 95% of the points within the 95% conﬁdence intervals of the observed
NEA distribution in Fig. 1.

we investigate a model for resurfacing asteroids from thermally induced
degradation, and show that it can provide a better ﬁt to the spectral
slope vs. perihelion distribution in the NEA region compared to resurfacing from close encounters.

Fig. 3. The windowed moving average and the linear
regression at q < 0.9 AU of the asteroids' spectral
slope vs. perihelion distribution from resurfacing due
to close encounters with the terrestrial planets for the
best ﬁt solution of τSW0 = 100 Myr and r* = 3.4 Rpl.
The dashed green curve is the windowed moving
average of the spectral slopes of the modeled asteroids. The uncertainty is smaller than the thickness of
the line. The solid orange line is the average observed
NEA spectral slopes and the shaded region is its uncertainty at a 95% conﬁdence level (from Fig. 1).
Both moving averages have a window size of ± 0.1
AU. Only 42% of the points on the modeled windowed moving average fall within the error bounds of
the observed moving average. The dashed-dotted
black line and the solid black line are the linear regressions for q < 0.9 AU of the modeled and observed
asteroids, respectively. For clarity, the error bars for
the slopes of the linear regressions are not shown (see
Section 4.2 for the errors), but the slope of the
modeled asteroids' linear regression does not match
the steep slope of the observed linear regression at
q < 0.9 AU. (For interpretation of the references to
color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)
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relatively unweathered section is resurfaced. Thus, the rate of change of
an asteroid's bulk spectral slope from thermally induced resurfacing
should approximately depend on the current bulk spectral slope of the
asteroid, assuming that the spectral slope doesn’t greatly change across
the surface of the asteroid.
In our model implementation, we assume that the averaged rate of
change in the bulk spectral slope due to the resurfacing of small sections
across the body linearly depends on the current bulk spectral slope of
the asteroid. Speciﬁcally, we calculate the rate of change of the spectral
slope as:

⎛ dS ⎞ = 1 (SOC − S).
τR
⎝ dt ⎠R

(3)

where τR is the e-folding resurfacing timescale. Eq. (3) satisﬁes the need
for a more rapid rate of decrease in the spectral slope for more highly
weathered asteroids. We also found that the exact formulation of the
rate of change in the spectral slope due to resurfacing does not greatly
alter our results.
We then increment the spectral slope, S, at each time step using Eqs.
(1) and (3). Due to our relatively large timestep of 104 y, an incremental
change in spectral slope can become large when τSW or τR become small.
However, for a given τSW and τR, there is a spectral slope (S*) between
SOC and Smax where the space weathering and resurfacing rate cancel
each other. By setting Eq. (1) equal to the negative of Eq. (3), we ﬁnd

S* =

τR Smax + τSW SOC
.
τR + τSW

(4)

We create a constraint that if an incremental step in spectral slope
would cross S*, then we set S = S*.
Following our argument at the beginning of this section, we let the
resurfacing timescale, τR, scale with the solar distance, r, raised to some
unknown power k:

τR =

τR0
P
τR0
2πak (1 − e 2) k − 3/2
=
,
−
2
k
2
(1 AU) ∮ r dt
(1 AU) ∮ (1 + e cos(f )) k − 2 df

(5)

where f is the true anomaly, P is the orbital period, and τR0 is the resurfacing timescale at a = 1 AU and e = 0. As in Eq. (2), the integral is
taken over one orbit. The integral in Eq. (5) cannot be solved analytically in general, but it can be solved numerically and rapidly with the
use of Gaussian hypergeometric functions.
Due to the limited constraints on thermally induced surface degradation, we have 3 relatively unconstrained parameters to explore:
the space weathering and resurfacing timescales for a circular orbit at
1 AU, τSW0 and τR0 respectively, and the power law exponent controlling the dependence of the resurfacing timescale on solar distance, k. To
simplify the parameter space, we searched over 10 logarithmically
spaced values of space weathering timescales from τSW0 = 10
kyr–10 Myr, and vary τR0/τSW0 = 10−1–108 and k = 1.5–35. We use the
parameter τR0/τSW0 instead of τR0 because comparing the plots with
diﬀerent values of space weathering timescales (τSW0) is more intuitive.

Fig. 4. Three contour plots showing the RMSEs between the windowed moving
averages of the spectral slope vs. perihelion distribution from the thermally
induced resurfacing model and the observed data. The top, middle, and bottom
frames show the RMSEs for the space weathering timescales of τSW0 = 10 kyr,
100 kyr, and 1 Myr respectively. The shaded regions correspond to solutions
where ≥ 95% of the points on the modeled windowed moving average fall
within the error bounds of the observed moving average. For all tested values of
τSW0, the parameters that provide acceptable solutions are τSW 0 ≲ 5 Myr, k ≳ 5,
and τR0/ τSW 0 ≳ 2 .

5.2. Results
Fig. 4, shows three contour maps of the RMSE between the windowed moving averages of the modeled and observed spectral slope vs.
perihelion distributions. The top, middle, and bottom plots are calculated with τSW0 = 10 kyr, 100 kyr, and 1 Myr respectively. We also
shade acceptable solutions, where ≥ 95% of the points on the windowed moving average of the modeled distribution are within the 95%
conﬁdence intervals of the observed distribution. We ﬁnd a small range
of acceptable solutions for τSW0 = 10 kyr with k ≈ 5–10, and τR0/τSW0
≈ 2–50. For τSW0 = 100 kyr and τSW0 = 1 Myr, we ﬁnd a large range of
solutions with k ≳ 6 and τR0/ τSW 0 ≳ 5, with no upper bound in the tested
parameter space. Considering all 10 tested values of τSW0, we ﬁnd acceptable solutions with τSW 0 ≲ 5 Myr, k ≳ 5 and τR0/ τSW 0 ≳ 2 . We choose

not to extend the parameter space for k and τR0/τSW0 because higher
values produce increasingly higher RMSEs, and exceedingly high values
of k are likely not physical.
Fig. 5, shows the windowed moving average and the linear regression at q < 0.9 AU of the spectral slope vs. perihelion distribution for
τSW0 = 22 kyr, τR0/τSW0 = 7 (τR0 ≈ 150 kyr), and k = 8. This combination of parameters represents the minimum RMSE for all tested
parameters, with RMSE = 0.018%/µ m. As in the Fig. 3, the windowed
moving average has a window size of ± 0.1 AU, and the uncertainty of
the modeled distribution is smaller than the thickness of the line. We
also show the windowed moving average and the linear regression at
7
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Fig. 5. Identical to Fig. 3 except showing the results
from the thermally induced resurfacing model for the
parameters: τSW0 = 22 kyr, τR0/τSW0 = 7 (τR0 ≈
150 kyr), and k = 8. These parameters represent the
smallest RMSE between the windowed moving
averages of the modeled and observed spectral slope
vs. perihelion distributions of NEAs. We found that
98% of the points on the modeled windowed moving
average fall within the error bounds of the observed
moving average. The slope of the linear regression at
q < 0.9 AU of the modeled asteroids also falls within
the error bounds of slope of the linear regression for
the observed data (see Section 5.2 for details). All
parameters that fall within the shaded regions of
Fig. 4 will generate a similar plot.

6.1. Resurfacing from close encounters

q < 0.9 AU for the observed NEAs.
The parameters in Fig. 5 provide a very good ﬁt to the spectral slope
vs. perihelion distribution. The slope of the linear regression at
q < 0.9 AU is 0.4656 ± 0.0005%/µ m/AU, which is also consistent
with the observed distribution of NEAs (0.52 ± 0.21%/µ m/AU). All of
the acceptable solutions, which are shaded in Fig. 4, provide similar ﬁts
as the one shown in Fig. 5, and are able to match the slope of the linear
regressions at q < 0.9 AU of the observed distribution of NEAs. When
comparing Figs. 5 and 3, resurfacing asteroids from thermally induced
surface degradation can provide a much better explanation for the
decrease in spectral slopes at low perihelia.
The large region of acceptable solutions supports solar distance
dependent resurfacing as a natural explanation for producing the
spectral slope vs. perihelion trend. However, a robust and quantitative
conclusion for whether resurfacing from thermally induced degradation
as a solar distance dependent resurfacing process is occurring on the
surface of asteroids, may require precise knowledge of all three parameters — τSW0, τR0, and k. This work – speciﬁcally Fig. 4 – builds a
functional relationship between these three parameters, and future
work can help constrain the region of acceptable solutions. We discuss
these results and additional qualitative and quantitative evidence for
thermally induced surface degradation in Section 6.2.

Resurfacing asteroids from close encounters with the terrestrial
planets cannot generate a spectral slope vs. perihelion distribution that
is consistent with the observed distribution. However, previous studies
by Binzel et al. (2010) and Carry et al. (2016) used the correlation
between Q-type asteroids and recent low Mean Orbital Intersection
Distances (MOIDs) and low close encounter distances with the terrestrial planets instead of relying on the spectral slopes. Here, we argue
that the correlations in these studies are confounded by the higher
fraction of Q-types at low perihelia created by another resurfacing
mechanism (such as thermally induced surface degradation).
Binzel et al. (2010) cloned all observed Q and S-type NEAs and MCs,
six times and conducted backwards simulations of all asteroids and
clones. Over their 0.5 Myr integrations, they selected the lowest MOID
from all timesteps for each asteroid and its clones, which we refer to at
the minimum MOID. They found that all Q-type asteroids had a
minimum MOID within the lunar distance, while this was not true for
the S-types. Using binomial statistics, they found a probability of 0.9%
that all Q-types would have a minimum MOID within the lunar distance
if they were randomly sampled from the distribution of their population
of S and Q-type asteroids. Even though Q-type asteroids were later
observed in the NEA and MC regions that do not have a minimum MOID
within the lunar distance (DeMeo et al., 2014), this statistical argument
still suggests a strong correlation between Q-type asteroids and a low
minimum MOID with Earth.
Carry et al. (2016) used observations from the Sloan Digital Sky
Survey, and conducted similar backwards simulations for NEAs and
MCs with about 100 clones for each asteroid. They counted the number
of close encounters of each asteroid and all of its clones with Venus,
Earth, and Mars. They found that Q-type asteroids have more resurfacing encounters than S-types for Venus and Earth, but no diﬀerence
between S-types and Q-types for encounters with Mars. They did not
attempt to correlate each Q-type asteroid to a recent resurfacing event
with a terrestrial planet, but they did conclude that Q and S-type asteroids are dynamically diﬀerent and that Q-types tend to have more
close encounters with Earth and Venus.
Using the data from the supplementary material of Binzel et al.
(2010), we found that 100% of all asteroids with q < 0.9 AU have a
minimum MOID within the lunar distance of Earth, including 13 Q-type

6. Discussion
By modeling the population of NEAs, we were able to test the effectiveness of resurfacing S and Q-type asteroids from either tidal effects during close encounters with the terrestrial planets or thermally
induced degradation at low solar distances. We ﬁnd that resurfacing
from close encounters cannot adequately match the observed spectral
slope vs. perihelion distribution, and that a thermally induced degradation process modeled as a solar distance dependent resurfacing
model provides a much better ﬁt. In this section we discuss both results.
We show how previous studies supporting the close encounter mechanism are most likely confounded by an underlying distribution of
less weathered asteroids at low perihelion. We also consider the acceptable solutions of the thermally induced surface degradation models
and show that they agree with the process of thermal fracture on the
surface of an asteroid.
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solutions are consistent with the process of thermal fracture. Here, we
argue that the range of acceptable solutions are consistent, and that
other observations and modeling studies qualitatively support the
process of thermal breakdown at low perihelia.
The acceptable values of τSW 0 ≲ 5 Myr generally ﬁt with experimental results. Interestingly, this upper bound is barely consistent with
the range of space weathering timescales at a = 1 AU and e = 0 required for YORP spin-up and failure to be a primary resurfacing mechanism for asteroids at small sizes (Graves et al., 2018). If a solar
distance dependent resurfacing process is the cause of the low spectral
slopes at low perihelion, it could suggest that the YORP eﬀect could be
resurfacing asteroids more often than only at the ﬁssion spin rate, as
assumed in Graves et al. (2018). It could also mean that another process, such as impacts followed by seismic shaking, may be the dominant
process for resurfacing asteroids at small sizes.
The acceptable values of k can provide additional insight. In our
model, the timescale of resurfacing scales as τR ∝ r k with k > 5, and the
best solutions found at lower values of k. This constraint is not surprising, as k needs to be larger than 2 to overcome the increase in the
rate of space weathering with decreasing perihelion, which is controlled
by the amount of solar insulation. To consider how k compares with the
process of thermally induced degradation and with previous studies, it
is useful to estimate the dependence of the thermally induced resurfacing timescale from our model on the induced thermal stress. From the
arguments in Section 5.1, we assume that the resurface timescale goes
as a power law with both thermal stress and solar distance. Furthermore, Molaro et al. (2017) give the relationship between induced
thermal stress and solar distance: Δσs ∝ r −1.71. Thus, using τR ∝ r k , we
ﬁnd

asteroids. Therefore, there is no signiﬁcance that the Q-types at
q < 0.9 AU have low minimum MOIDs because all asteroids in their
study at q < 0.9 AU have low minimum MOIDs. If we remove these
asteroids due to their lack of signiﬁcance, and also remove the MCs
from the calculation because they are unable to have low MOIDs with
Earth, we ﬁnd that the fraction of asteroids with 0.9 < q < 1.3 AU with
low minimum MOIDs is 30/42. The probability that all 7 Q-types with
0.9 < q < 1.3 AU have a minimum MOID within the lunar distance if
they are randomly sampled is (30/42)7 ≈ 9%, much less signiﬁcant
than 0.9%.
Additionally, the conclusion that Q-types tend to have more close
encounters with Earth and Venus, on average, from Carry et al. (2016)
is certainly correct. However, it is diﬃcult to gain any insight into
whether close encounters have actually resurfaced these Q-types unless
we consider similar populations of S and Q-type asteroids. The majority
of asteroids that Carry et al. (2016) considered for close encounters
with Earth and Venus were MCs, and the majority of MCs that they
observed are S-types. Q-type asteroids only comprised a signiﬁcant
fraction of their population for the NEAs. By including MCs that are
heavily weighted towards S-types and that cannot have close encounters with Earth or Venus, the cumulative number of close encounters of S-type asteroids with Earth and Venus will naturally grow
more slowly than Q-types, even if both S and Q-type NEAs have the
same average number of close encounters. If the MCs were removed
from the analysis, it is unclear if the remaining Q-types NEAs would
have more close encounters with Earth and Venus than compared to Stype NEAs, and the signiﬁcance of their results would certainly decrease.
Furthermore, Nesvorný et al. (2010) found that resurfacing from
close encounters with the terrestrial planets could explain the overall
number of Q-types in the NEA population but could not match their
orbital distribution. They noticed a bimodal distribution of Q-type asteroids at semi-major axes a ≲ 1 AU and a ≳ 1.5 AU, which has since
been smoothed out with more observations (DeMeo et al., 2014).
However, they found that they were not able to match both populations
simultaneously. In particular, when they used a space weathering
timescale that scaled with solar wind irradiation (1/r2), they were unable to match the low a (and low q) population, consistent with our
inability to match the very low spectral slopes at low perihelia by
resurfacing from close encounters.
We conclude that tidal eﬀects from close encounters with the terrestrial planets are not a dominant resurfacing mechanism for S and Qtype asteroids for the following reasons: (1) close encounters are unable
to generate the observed spectral slope vs. perihelion distribution for
any reasonable range of space weathering timescales and maximum
resurfacing distances, and (2) the previous correlations between Q-type
asteroids and low MOIDs or close encounters with the terrestrial planets
in backwards simulations can be explained by a larger fraction of Qtype asteroids at low perihelion. It is possible that very close encounters
with the terrestrial planets can still resurface some asteroids, but those
events do not appear to play a large role in the population of S and Qtype asteroids. In the next subsection, we discuss the results from our
thermally induced surface degradation model, which can provide a
much more consistent ﬁt to the observed spectral slope vs. perihelion
distribution of NEAs.

τR ∝ Δσsm = Δσsk/ −1.71

(6)

where m ≲ −3 to match the range of acceptable solutions in our model,
and the best ﬁt solutions are around m ≈−4.7.
One approach that has been used in the literature to estimate
thermally induced degradation rates is to measure the rate of crack
growth for a given boulder size and initial crack length based on induced stress. Migliazza et al. (2011) estimated the dependence of the
rate of stable crack growth in a block of marble on the amplitude of
induced thermal stress using the Paris law (Paris and Erdogan, 1963):
da/ dN ∝ Δσs3.84 , where a is the crack length and N is the number of
thermal cycles. Delbo et al. (2014) used this result, along with experimental measurements of thermally induced crack growth through meteorites in dry air, to estimate the rate of regolith production on asteroid surfaces. Our parameter would be consistent with that from
Migliazza et al. (2011), if we were to assume that the rate of crack
growth of a single macroscopic crack is inversely proportional to the
resurfacing timescale of an asteroid (da/ dN ∝ 1/ τR ). However, there are
a number of critical issues with making this assumption, which are
discussed extensively in Section 4 of Molaro et al. (2017). For one, the
results from Migliazza et al. (2011) and Delbo et al. (2014) only
quantify the stable regime of crack growth, neglecting the time it takes
to form and grow a microcrack into a macroscopic feature. While
thermal fatigue can take advantage of preexisting macrocracks emplaced in rocks by impacts and other processes, the growth of new fatigue microcracks driven by mineral heterogeneity will occur simultaneously and eventually dominate the holistic and continuous
resurfacing of asteroids at low perihelia. The timescale to grow a microcrack into a macroscopic feature can be orders of magnitude longer
than that of stable crack growth (Janssen et al., 2002), suggesting that
these models underestimate the total lifetime of objects undergoing
breakdown, and thus would not produce the same scaling law as our
resurfacing rate. Most importantly, thermally induced breakdown occurs over a range of geomorphic scales, and thus a thermally induced
resurfacing rate should reﬂect the convolved eﬀect of the thermally
induced changes to the landscape as a whole. Since da/dN is crack-size

6.2. Resurfacing from thermally induced surface degradation
In Section 5.1, we cite evidence that suggests the breakdown of the
surface of an asteroid due to thermal cycling can be well represented by
a power law. However, we did not place any limits on the power law
relationship, and allowed both τR0 and k to be unconstrained parameters. From the acceptable solutions of our solar distance dependent
resurfacing model, we conclude that the process of thermally induced
surface degradation produces a good representation of the observed
spectral slope vs. perihelion distribution, only if our acceptable
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cracking lofts particles oﬀ the surface of the asteroid, radiation pressure
may push suﬃciently small particles away from the asteroid (Jewitt,
2012). We note that simple dust removal (i.e., without any surface
degradation) would not be suﬃcient to give a small asteroid an unweathered spectrum because the surfaces of boulders can be weathered
just as eﬀectively as loose material (e.g., Ishiguro et al., 2007). Thus, for
an asteroid to have a completely unweathered spectrum, the surfaces of
boulders on the asteroid would need to be disrupted to expose unweathered material.
Conversely, surface degradation, followed by overturn or mass
movement, without any dust removal, could resurface an asteroid, but
it would naturally be a self-limiting process. The fast resurfacing
timescale, τR0 ≈ 150 kyr, of our best ﬁt solution, shown in Fig. 5, would
suggest that the surfaces of asteroids at the Earth's orbit are broken
down much more rapidly than the lifetime of NEAs (∼ 10 Myr;
Gladman, 2000). Other acceptable solutions permit signiﬁcantly higher
values of τR0, but asteroids with lower perihelia would still experience
surface degradation on a much faster timescale than their lifetimes. If
the resulting surface degradation does not remove material from the
asteroid, then a thick regolith layer would form and shut oﬀ further
thermally induced resurfacing. The timescale to create a thick, thermally insulating layer of regolith may also be very dependent on the
structure of the surface. Asteroids covered with many boulders may be
able to sustain more regolith creation, as material that is disaggregated
from the surface of these boulders would fall to the ground below, increasing the time for the entirety of the asteroid to become buried.
However, for a very rapid rate of thermal breakdown, some dust removal processes will most likely be required. Fortunately, studies
support that this process is reasonable (e.g., Jewitt, 2012; Granvik
et al., 2016).
If the weathered material is being removed from the surface in large
amounts, we would expect to see a brightening of the asteroid shortly
after the dust is released (Jewitt et al., 2015). However, no S or Q-type
asteroids with low perihelia have been seen to show any cometary
features (Jewitt, 2013). These observations suggest that (1) the removal
of surface material is an ongoing process that is occurring very slowly
(≲ 1 kg s−1; Jewitt, 2013), (2) the removal of material happens only
periodically and wasn’t observed, or (3) the asteroids are somehow
being resurfaced without the removal of surface material. It is puzzling
that asteroids appear to be completely disrupted at low perihelion
(Granvik et al., 2016), but we have only seen evidence of one asteroid
(3200 Phaethon) losing mass in that region (Jewitt et al., 2015).
From the above arguments, we cannot conclusively show that
thermally induced surface degradation contributed to resurfacing asteroids at low perihelia. However, it is consistent with observations and
our basic understanding of thermal fracture. Additionally, other resurfacing processes that could occur at low perihelia cannot explain the
rapid change in resurfacing rates that is needed to match the observed
spectral slope vs. perihelion distribution. YORP driven spin-up and
failure has been cited as a possibility for resurfacing and disrupting
asteroids at low perihelion (Nesvorný et al., 2010; Granvik et al., 2016).
However, if space weathering is dominated by the solar wind, both the
rate of spin-up and failure from the YORP eﬀect (or a sublimation
driven YORP eﬀect) and the space weathering rate should identically
scale with the amount of solar insolation (see e.g., Graves et al., 2018),
resulting in no orbital dependence on the spectral slopes of asteroids.
Granvik et al. (2016) also suggested that the sublimation of volatiles
inside asteroids could cause them to blow apart. It could be possible
that a similar sublimation of volatiles in the near surface could be
breaking apart the surface of S and Q-type asteroids at a slightly higher
perihelia than where these asteroids are disrupted. However, S and Qtype asteroids likely experienced heating to 600–960 °C when formed
(Keil, 2000), most likely removing the majority of water content from
the entire body and making a sublimation driven resurfacing process
unlikely.

and block-size dependent, the behavior it describes is not representative
of such a complex geomorphological process. Ultimately, we argue that
the scaling law inferred from our analysis describes something diﬀerent
than the Paris law.
A given value of τR0 is diﬃcult to translate into a timescale of a
physical alteration of the surface of an asteroid because τR0 only considers the spectrum of the entire asteroid. However, the rate of regolith
production due to thermally induced surface degradation may be closely related. Recent studies of the properties of regolith particles returned from (25143) Itokawa by the JAXA Hayabusa spacecraft have
attempted to predict the primary formation process of regolith on
Itokawa. Michikami et al. (2018) argued that the axial ratio and shape
distribution of the regolith fragments are consistent with being the
products of impact fragments and not thermal fatigue. However, Hazeli
et al. (2018) argued that the well-rounded proﬁles and surface textures
of the regolith fragments are inconsistent with mechanical fracturing
from impact and consistent with thermal fatigue.
Unfortunately, our range of acceptable results cannot help determine which mechanism of regolith production is the most dominant
on Itokawa. Depending on the value of τR0, the thermal breakdown rate
at Itokawa's perihelion of about 1 AU could create more or much less
regolith compared to that generated by impacts. If a consensus on the
presence or production rate of regolith on the surface of Itokawa is
reached, we could place a direct constraint on τR0 and greatly shrink the
parameter space of acceptable values for τSW0 and k that would be
necessary for thermally induced surface degradation to create the
spectral slope vs. perihelion trend at q ≲ 0.9 AU. Additionally, two
spacecraft missions, OSIRIS-REx and Hyabusa2, are expected to return
more regolith samples to Earth in the next ﬁve years. Even though these
asteroids have diﬀerent mineralogies than S and Q-type asteroids, studies of their regolith may provide important insights on the presence
and rate thermal breakdown on the surface of asteroids.
There are also separate observations and modeling results suggesting that thermal processes can drastically aﬀect asteroids at low
perihelia. The asteroid (3200) Phaethon has a perihelion of 0.14 AU,
and has experienced unexpected brightening during multiple perihelion
passages (Jewitt and Li, 2010; Li and Jewitt, 2013). The brightening is
associated with an impulsive release of dust particles near its perihelion
(Jewitt and Li, 2010). Due to the high temperatures reached on Phaethon's surface, near surface water ice is not expected to survive. Thus,
the most plausible explanation is that thermal fracture of the surface
creates dust which is then removed by either the residual velocities of
crack growth or through radiation pressure sweeping (Jewitt, 2012).
Additionally, there is evidence that asteroids are completely disrupted at very low perihelia. The model of Granvik et al. (2016) was
able to match the distribution of NEAs by instantaneously removing any
asteroids from the simulation if they fell below a threshold perihelion, q
∼ 0.05–0.2 AU. They did not directly model the disruption process, but
did suggest 3 possible mechanisms: (1) thermal cracking and removal of
grains from radiation pressure, (2) the spin up of asteroids to the point
of disruption from the YORP eﬀect (or a similar sublimation driven
YORP eﬀect; see Steckloﬀ and Jacobson, 2016), and (3) the sublimation
of volatiles present inside the asteroid causing it to blow apart. If
thermally induced surface cracking or degradation and the removal of
grains from radiation pressure is the primary cause of asteroid resurfacing and disruption at low perihelia, it paints the picture that thermal
processes ﬁrst disrupt the surface of asteroids at a perihelion of
q ≲ 0.9 AU. Once the asteroid reaches a perihelion of q ∼ 0.05–0.2 AU,
thermal fracture becomes a runaway process and quickly disrupts the
entire asteroid.
As suggested by Jewitt (2012) and Granvik et al. (2016), the removal of dust via radiation pressure sweeping may play an important
role in resurfacing and disrupting asteroids. Lofted particles can only be
pushed away from an asteroid when the acceleration due to radiation
pressure becomes larger than the acceleration due to the gravity of the
asteroid. If the residual velocities from thermally induced surface
10
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reasonable combination of parameters. We also argued that previous
results supporting close encounters as a viable resurfacing mechanism
were due to confounding variables, as the correlation of Q-type asteroids' past orbits with the terrestrial planets are confounded by the
higher fraction of Q-type asteroids at low perihelia, most likely created
by another resurfacing mechanism.
We found that resurfacing from thermally induced degradation
could accurately recreate the observed spectral slope vs. perihelion
distribution. We found acceptable solutions with a space weathering
timescale for a circular orbit at 1 AU of τSW 0 ≲ 5 Myr, a ratio of the
resurfacing timescale to the space weathering timescale of τR0/ τSW 0 ≳ 2 ,
and a power law exponent controlling how strongly the resurfacing rate
scales with solar distance of k ≳ 5.
Our acceptable solutions for the power law scaling factor are
broadly consistent with the process of thermally induced surface degradation and thermal fatigue. Additionally, other evidence, such as the
unexpected brightening of asteroid (3200) Phaethon during its low
perihelion passages (Jewitt, 2012) and the complete disruption of asteroids at very low perihelia (Granvik et al., 2016), can also be explained by thermally induced degradation followed by the removal of
grains. While more work needs to be done to better constrain the process of thermal breakdown on the surface of asteroids, our work, and
speciﬁcally Fig. 4, builds a functional relationship between the timescales of space weathering and thermally induced degradation, and the
scaling law of thermal degradation which are required to resurface
asteroids from thermal eﬀects.

6.3. Testable predictions of thermally induced surface degradation
In the previous subsection, we discussed how the process of thermally induced surface degradation is a viable mechanism for resurfacing asteroids at low perihelia. Here, we list a few testable predictions
from our model:
1. The primary testable result from this study is that the timescale of
thermal degradation must scale relatively strongly with solar distance and induced thermal stress. We estimate that the timescale of
thermal degradation scales by rk where k > 5, and by Δσsm where
m < −3, with the best ﬁt solutions around k ≈ 8 and m ≈−4.7.
The value of m could be potentially measured through experimental
studies of thermally induced surface degradation with a focus on the
entire breakdown process, from crack initiation to failure and disaggregation. These experiments would also need to consider the
nature of the breakdown in a vacuum and in objects of diﬀerent
sizes. Finally, the changes in the bulk spectral measurements due to
breakdown would need to be measured.
2. S and Q-type asteroids at low perihelion may have high thermal
inertia (potentially higher than those with perihelia above ≈
0.9 AU) suggesting that they have lost loose material, or that they
are blocky enough to allow signiﬁcant thermal stresses to build up.
3. If asteroids are resurfaced through thermal eﬀects causing the removal of material, evidence for dust lofting oﬀ these asteroids may
be observable – even though it was not seen in Jewitt (2013). In
particular, Q-types and S-types with low spectral slopes at very low
perihelia would be good candidates for observations. However, the
resurfacing and removal process needed to change the spectral
properties of these asteroids does not require large amounts of
material loss, and may be diﬃcult to be observed except in extreme
cases (e.g., a total disruption like in Granvik et al., 2016).
4. Thermally induced degradation should be most eﬀective where
there is a large temperature change. If resurfacing is connected to
thermal eﬀects, then it should be focused in the equatorial regions of
asteroids with obliquities near 0° or 180°. If observational geometries allow for an observation biased towards the polar region of one
of these asteroids, our model would predict that the asteroid's
spectrum would appear more weathered and have a higher spectral
slope.
5. Finally, we expect any regolith that is present on asteroids with low
perihelia (q ≲ 0.9 AU) to be predominantly created by thermally
induced degradation. Whether that regolith will look similar to the
regolith on Itokawa is unclear (Michikami et al., 2018; Hazeli et al.,
2018), but asteroids at a lower perihelia would have a more pronounced eﬀect.
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